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Fission

q 2021 TPC 239Pu(n,f)/235U(n,f) cross section 
shape data added to the 2014 GMA 
database (see L. Snyder’s talk)

q Generalized least squares (GMA) fit of the 
data performed with GMAP code

q GMA Fit adopted as final evaluation
q Very similar to ENDF/B VIII.0, less than 1% 

difference between 12.5 and 14 MeV
q Calculation with YAHFC (E. Ormand’s 

Hauser-Feshbach’s code) also performed, in 
order to adjust elastic (see later)
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Total cross section

q Optical model (Soukhovitskii) + coupled 
channels calculation.

q Total cross section + neutron transmission 
coefficients with FRESCO (I. J. Thompson’s 
direct reactions code) (15 states of ground 
state rotational band + 27 states populated 
in DWBA)
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Total cross section, elastic cross section

q Optical model (Soukhovitskii) + coupled 
channels calculation.

q Total cross section + neutron transmission 
coefficients with FRESCO (I. J. Thompson’s 
direct reactions code) (15 states of ground 
state rotational band + 27 states populated 
in DWBA)

q Direct elastic cross section computed with 
FRESCO

q Compound elastic computed with YAHFC
q Elastic cross section adjusted with difference

between GMA fission and YAHFC fission 
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Total cross section, elastic cross section, inelastic cross section

q Optical model (Soukhovitskii) + coupled 
channels calculation.

q Total cross section + neutron transmission 
coefficients with FRESCO (I. J. Thompson’s 
direct reactions code) (15 states of ground 
state rotational band + 27 states populated 
in DWBA)

q Direct elastic cross section computed with 
FRESCO

q Compound elastic computed with YAHFC
q Elastic cross section adjusted with difference 

between GMA fission and YAHFC fission
q Inelastic cross section computed with

FRESCO (direct) and YAHFC (compound)

direct inelastic
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(n,𝜸) cross section

q Calculated with YAHFC
q Gilbert-Cameron level density
q Fitted by adjusting the γ-strength 

function: 2 GDR peaks, 1 PDR and 1 
low-energy M1 resonance

q Large differences with ENDF/B VIII.0
above 1.5 MeV, but no data there 
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(n,2n)

q (n,2n) cross section calculated with YAHFC
q Position of the peak shifted with respect to ENDF/B 

VIII.0
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(n,2n), and (n,Xn) at 14 MeV

q (n,2n) cross section calculated with YAHFC
q Position of the peak shifted with respect to ENDF/B 

VIII.0
q (n,Xn): Good agreement with Voignier data, slightly 

worse for Kammerdiener data
q (n,Xn): improved from 8 to 13 MeV, thanks to 

DWBA states
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Benchmark calculations for critical assemblies (V&V) 

ENDL2022-ex3(239Pu)+ENDF/B-VIII.0(rest)
ENDL2022-ex3(239Pu)+ENDF/B-VIII.0(rest) Adjusted
ENDF/B-VIII.0
Benchmark ±1#

q 239Pu results combined with ENDF/B VIII.0 for rest 
of targets to produce ENDL2022-ex3 library in GNDS 
format.

q Combined library validated with V&V test suite
Metis.

q Simulations with Mercury (Monte Carlo) code for Pu 
metal fast critical assemblies yield keff about 0.2% 
lower than ENDF/B VIII.0.

q ENDL2022-ex3 (adjusted) produced adjusting nubar
by 0.17%: good agreement with ENDF/B VIII.0 is 
achieved.  

Pu metal fast critical assemblies

ENDL2022
ENDL2022 (adjusted) 
ENDF/B-VIII.0
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Summary, conclusions, and outlook

q LLNL evaluation of n+239Pu was performed, and the GNDS ENDL2022-ex3 library was produced.
q All channels (except fission) obtained from YAHFC calculation for improved internal consistency.
q ENDL2022-ex3 (adjusted) produced adjusting nubar by 0.17%, better agreement with critical assemblies 

Monte Carlo simulations

Done

q Partner with LANL and IAEA teams to release new ENDF/B VIII.1 library.
q Improve nubar adjustment with more statistically rigorous procedure. 
q Derive covariance matrices.

To do

The LLNL Team
M. A. Descalle, K. Kravvaris, W. E. Ormand, B. Beck, C. Mattoon, I. J. 
Thompson, K. A. Wendt, R. Casperson, L. Snyder, S. Quaglioni
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Elastic scattering
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Inelastic scattering
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(n,Xn)
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